AdminisTEP

Lose the paper,
not the information!
Tired of searching through paper forms to locate the information you need to make decisions?
f the inefficiency of processing, storing and inevitably
retrieving the paper-based forms received from providers is
placing a stranglehold on your organization’s productivity,
turn to AdminisTEP for help. AdminisTEP offers payors and
their provider networks a single solution to translate paperbased forms into electronic transactions by using document
imaging, optical character recognition (OCR), and “vertexing”
to verify data entry.
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AdminisTEP is Legacy’s transaction exchange portal that
resolves HIPAA-compliance translation issues and extends the
functionality of payor host systems. AdminisTEP bridges the
gap between providers and payors by directly connecting them
with each other for transaction exchanges.
AdminisTEP’s document imaging, OCR and vertexing
capabilities are yet another solution for payors to outsource
their transaction processing and electronic data interchange
(EDI) infrastructures. Payors using AdminisTEP to eliminate

paper-based forms realize significant benefits, including:
■ Getting information into the hands of decision makers —
no more searching for forms or document images to
locate a single piece of data. AdminisTEP’s reporting
capabilities enable all users to rapidly locate the data they
need in a matter of minutes via a Web browser.
■ Scanned data is indexed and searchable, and is displayed
in familiar formats, such as CMS-1500, UB-92 and other
common formats.
■ Vertexing verifies data input via OCR software,
significantly surpassing the accuracy of manual data entry
at a fraction of the cost.
■ Reduced administrative costs and increased productivity.

Concerned about OCR integration nightmares? No worries.
It’s as easy as dropping a letter in the mail.
AdminisTEP makes it easy for payors and providers to use and
benefit from OCR technology. Simply send the paper forms to

AdminisTEP

use solution to their provider networks without requiring upfront investments in infrastructure or implementation. Plus,
payors benefit from the increased efficiency inherent in a
paper-free environment.

No infrastructure
or investment
needed.
Just subscribe
the service.

Providers can use AdminisTEP translate paper-based forms
into electronic formats, whether they are sending or receiving
the forms. For example, explanation of benefits (EOBs) forms
received from payors can be translated into electronic formats,
and so can the CMS-1500, UB-92 and other forms that
providers send to payors.

Make the switch
to AdminisTEP
Legacy for processing via mail, courier or overnight delivery.
Legacy scans the forms, uses OCR technology to capture data,
verifies the data entry, and places the information within
AdminisTEP. Users access AdminisTEP via the Web to send or
receive transactions, or view reports.
Both payors and providers benefit from the solution.
AdminisTEP enables payors to offer a cost-effective, easy-to-

With AdminisTEP, healthcare organizations lose the paper,
not the claims. And with AdminisTEP being a hosted, Webbased solution, healthcare organizations do not have to
expend their precious IT talent to implement and deploy the
solution.
Tired of processing paper? Then contact Legacy today to find
out how AdminisTEP can solve your paper forms and
document imaging challenges.
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